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Harvest NY: Local Foods – Farm to 
Institution

Harvest NY’s Farm to Institution program strives to strengthen NY’s 
food and farming industry, and to increase school and institutional 

knowledge of NY agriculture, food systems, and nutrition by 
providing boots on the ground support to local supply chain 

partners, and statewide support via resource development, training, 
and technical assistance. We believe investing in local agriculture is 
vital to creating healthy, sustainable food systems that provide New 

Yorkers with equitable food access and healthy diets.



Intro
 Review updates and provide clarification of documentation required for 30% NY Initiative

 See also: 30% NY Initiative Documentation Guide (linked in presentation PDF)
 Developed by Harvest NY as general guidance designed to prepare School Food Authorities to be 

successful in their 30% NY initiative audits

 Disclaimer: Every scenario and food chain is different.
 Best practice: obtain more documentation than you think you may need.

 Presentation reviews documentation only, not procurement, tracking, or application process. 
 See Child Nutrition website for more on application process

 NYSED was consulted in the development of the 30% NY Initiative Documentation Guide.

School Food Authorities are responsible for 
ensuring their tracking processes and 

documentation are accurate and sufficient. 



Tracking Basics
 Retain all NY food purchase documentation, including invoices, packing slips, 

and product formulation statements.
 If documentation seems unclear or insufficient, or if you are still working on gathering this 

information, retain or take a picture of the case label and keep it with your records.

 Invoices from distributors MUST state that a product is “NY.” 
 “Homegrown” and “Local” are not acceptable alternatives to “NY.”

 It is not enough to have a different ordering account # with  your distributor under which you only 
purchase NY products. The invoice must still indicate “NY” next to each item.

 It is acceptable for invoices to very clearly indicate a NY subtotal.



UNACCEPTABLE/INSUFFICIENT AS-IS



GOOD!



Raw whole fruits and 

vegetables. 

 Invoices: must list “NY” next to item, and/or provide a 

subtotal of NY items that clearly shows the food items 

included in the NY subtotal.

 From farmer directly delivering product:

o Signed letter on company letterhead listing their NY 

farm products and their farm address, OR

o Email/letter including farmer’s name, title, farm 

name, and farm address

 From produce distributor: List of farms from which they 

source (must be the farms that grew the produce), farm 

address, and what items they source from those farms. 

Anything that isn’t a raw 

whole fruit or vegetable. Including but not limited to:

 Cut, chopped, peeled, or shucked fruits and 

vegetables

 Frozen fruits and vegetables

 Meat

 Dairy products

 Maple syrup and honey

 Packaged products (chips, juice, flour, etc.)

 If item is NY Grown & Certified, no Product Formulation 

Statement is required. Be sure to provide documentation 

that product is NY Grown & Certified. 

 Product Formulation Statements are required. 

o A PFS statement is required for each processed 

product included in the final product. As such, 

multiple PFS may be required.

 Documentation of how breakfast costs are separated.

 Complete breakfast and/or lunch production records

 Percentages are unacceptable (track your milk!)

 Complete lunch production records.

 For a la carte items, may use menu showing product was 

served.

 Revenue and Expenditure Report from school’s accounting 

system





30% Initiative Documentation Updates: 
Produce

Product Formulation Statements are required for 
minimally processed produce.

Anything that isn’t a raw, whole fruit or vegetable
 Cut, chopped, peeled, wedged, shucked, frozen produce
 Common items: 

Shucked corn
Chopped Brussels sprouts
Wedged potatoes
Shredded cabbage/coleslaw mix
Peeled carrots



Product Formulation Statement Basics
 Must be completed by the PROCESSOR 

 The “Total amount of all NYS ingredients” and “Total amount raw product” must be listed as 
weight/volume, NOT as a percent 

 The “Product Code,” “Product Batch/Run,” and “Production Date” must tie back to the 
invoice or packing slip, which must be kept with your documentation. 
 If the manufacturer ONLY produces a NY version of that product with a consistent % of NY 

ingredients, the “Product Batch/Run” and the “Production Date” should simply state “ALL.” 

 By stating “ALL” you eliminate the need to tie back to the invoice, packing slip, bill of laden, etc. 

 In this case, the Product Code MUST be unique to the NY product. It cannot be associated with a non-NY 
version of the product (such as different runs made with non-NY ingredients)



Common Errors

If the total amount of NYS ingredients is 
greater than the total amount of raw 

product due to water loss etc., this should 
be described in an accompanying letter or 

email from the processor.

#1: Amount of NYS Ingredient, Total 
amount of all NYS ingredients, and 
Total amount raw product are listed 
as a percent

 MUST BE WEIGHT/VOLUME

#2: Percent of NYS ingredients 
doesn’t equal Total amount of all 
NYS ingredients/Total amount raw 
product



When is a PFS needed for Produce?

Scenario #1: You purchase raw potato wedges from Bippert’s Farm 
Market, a grower and distributor. Bippert’s sourced the whole 
potatoes from Aldinger’s Farm and then sent them to a processor to 
be processed. 

The processor must complete a PFS.

And Bippert’s must provide a list of farms and products they are sourcing.



Note: this is a mock example to accompany 
Scenario #1. It is not an actual PFS submitted 

for a real product.

GOOD!

PFS Example –
Accurately 
Completed



When is a PFS needed for Produce?

Scenario #2: You purchase shucked corn from Eden Valley 
Growers (EVG). EVG farmers grew the corn and it was 
shucked on site. 

Why? EVG is the grower and the processor. If products 
are processed on the farm where they are grown, you do 

not need a PFS.

It should be clear on the invoice that EVG grew the corn.

You do not need a PFS. 



When is a PFS needed for Produce?

Scenario #3: You purchase shucked corn from Bippert’s.
Bippert’s got it from EVG, who grew and shucked the corn on 
site. 

Why? While EVG is the grower and the processor, you 
bought the corn from Bippert’s so you still need a PFS.

You need a PFS from EVG.



When is a PFS needed for Produce?

Scenario #4: You purchase shucked corn from 
Bippert’s. Bippert’s bought the corn from the Genesee Valley 
Produce Auction and then shucked it on site at Bipperts.

You need a PFS from Bipperts.

Why? Bippert’s is the processor.



PFS Example for 
Minimally Processed 
Produce –
Accurately Completed

GOOD!



30% Initiative Documentation Updates: 
Beef
 Invoice must tie back to the PFS

 PFS must be completed by the processor, NOT the farmer.

 PFS must be accompanied by a document on processor’s company letterhead 
detailing their tracking process. 

◦Must clearly describe how they ensure the processed product they are returning to the 
farmer, vendor, or distributor came from the cow provided by X farm.



Beef Invoice 
Example –
Insufficient

Nothing to track 
back to the NY 
animals (tag #, 
etc.)



Beef Letter 
Example –
Incorrectly
Completed

UNACCEPTABLE
AS-IS!



Beef PFS Example – Accurately Completed

Uses tag numbers as the Product 
Code & Product/Batch Run. This 
is easy to tie back to the invoice. 

Raw ingredient is 
whole cows – NOT 
beef Includes explanation of 

how you get from the 
whole cow weight to the 
final product weight.



Beef 
Invoice 
Example –
Accurately 
Completed

GOOD!

Includes tag 
numbers



Beef Letter 
Example –
Accurately 
Completed

GOOD!

Completed by Beef 
Processing Company, 
on company 
letterhead



30% Initiative Documentation: Processed 
Foods
 PFS NOT required for NY Grown & Certified products

 For NY Grown & Certified products, a copy of the company’s NY 
Grown & Certified certificate is acceptable

 NYSED may also accept a list of NY Grown & Certified products if 
one becomes available from NYS Department of Agriculture and 
Markets

 PFS are required for all processed foods that are not NY Grown & 
Certified.

 Some products may require more than one PFS.



Processed Foods PFS
Scenario #1: Issa’s Pita Chips are made by Cedars Bakery and Deli 
LLC. with flour from Wild Hive Grain Project, Inc. Because flour 
itself is a processed product, it needs its own PFS. You also need a 
PFS for the actual pita chips. 



GOOD!

PFS #1 of 2 required 
for Issa’s Pita Chips

• Product: White 
Wholemeal Flour

• Processor: Wild Hive 
Grain Project, Inc.



GOOD!

PFS #2 of 2 required 
for Issa’s Pita Chips

 Product: Issa’s Pita Chips
 Processor: Cedar’s 

Bakery and Deli LLC



PFS #1 of 2 required for 
Welch’s/Cool Tropics NY 

Concord Grape Juice
 Product: Welch’s 

Concord Grape Juice 
Concentrate

 Processor: Welch’s

GOOD!



PFS #2 of 2 required for 
Welch’s/Cool Tropics NY 

Concord Grape Juice
 Product: Welch’s 

Concord Grape Apple 
100% Juice Cup

 Processor: King Brands, 
on behalf of Cool Tropics

GOOD!



PFS Example –
Accurately 
Completed

GOOD!



PFS Example –
(Almost) 

Accurately 
Completed

(almost) 
GOOD!

While the company makes non-NY 
products, Product Code 301A is 
associated solely with the NY version of 
the eggroll. The unique Product Code 
means the Batch/Run# and Production 
Dates do not need to be listed. 



PFS Example –
Incorrectly 
Completed

UNACCEPTABLE 
AS-IS!

Product Batch/Run # and 

Production Date must track 

back to invoice (because they 

are not indicated as “All”).

Ingredient and raw product 

amounts must be a weight 

or volume, NOT percent.



PFS 
Example 
– FIXED!

Product Batch/Run # and Production 
Dates = “All” because this product is 
always made with 80% NY ingredients 
from the same farm.

“Amount of NYS Ingredient” = 
total weight/volume of listed 

ingredient

“Total amount of all NYS 
ingredients” = total weight/volume 

of NY ingredients

“Total amount raw product” = 
total product weight/volume

GOOD!



When Additional Documentation Will be 
Accepted

Manufacturer’s product code and Distributor’s product code 
for the same product don’t match

Batch/Run # or Production Dates cannot be tracked back to 
invoice

“NY” or a NY Subtotal are not indicated on an invoice 
(for unprocessed products only)



Additional Documentation when Product 
Codes Don’t Match
 Product Formulation Statement (completed by processor)

 Invoice 

 Letter/statement from distributor demonstrating how they ensure the NY item on 
the invoice is the item on the Product Formulation Statement, and that this is the 
item the school received. 
 NYSED suggests including the following information in the letter:

 NY Food Product Information (product name, pack size, manufacturer; must match PFS)

 Production Date (must match PFS, or be “all”)

 Batch/Run Number (must match PFS, or be “all”)

 Processor Product Code (must match PFS)

 Distributor Product Code

 Written process of how the processor/distributor ensures the NY food product is being received by schools.



Additional Documentation When Batch/Run # 
or Production Dates are Untraceable to 
Invoice
 Product Formulation Statement (completed by processor)

 Invoice 

 Letter/statement from distributor demonstrating how they ensure schools 
receive only products from specific batches/runs produced on specific dates
 NYSED suggests including the following information in the letter:

 NY Food Product Information (product name, pack size, manufacturer; must match PFS)

 Production Date (must match PFS, or be “all”)

 Batch/Run Number (must match PFS, or be “all”)

 Processor Product Code (must match PFS)

 Distributor Product Code

 Written process of how the processor/distributor ensures schools only receive product produced during 
specific batches/runs on specific dates



“Food Distribution, Inc. assigns a unique product code to each product 
received from a manufacturer/processor. Our unique product code is always 

and only associated with the manufacturer/processor’s code for that product. 
A record of the code relationships is maintained in our internal ordering 
system. If a customer has a manufacturer/processor product code for a 

product they would like to order, we can look up the manufacturer/processor 
product code in our system and provide the customer with our associated 
unique product code which they can then use to order the correct product 

using our ordering system. Customers can confirm they received the correct 
product by checking the product code on their invoice/packing slip upon 

receipt.”



Additional Documentation When “NY” or NY 
Subtotal Not On Invoice for Unprocessed Produce

 Invoice

 Letter, statement, or other documentation indicating:
 Farm origin name

 Farm origin address

 Letter must demonstrate the product was grown on the farm 
indicated 



Because of the significant differences in distributor invoices and internal 
operating systems, there is no “one size fits all” solution when the 

distributor and processor code do not match, or when “NY” or a NY 
subtotal are not indicated on an invoice. As such, NYSED will consider 

documentation on a case-by-case basis. SFAs should assess a 
distributor’s unique system/process to determine whether or not it 

reasonably connects back to their invoices, and what information needs 
to be reflected in a letter if it does not.

Additional Documentation



Reminders
 SFAs are responsible for ensuring their tracking processes and documentation are sufficient 

and accurate. 

 Formal guidance and presentations from NYSED can be found on the Child Nutrition website.

 Please visit the Cornell Cooperative Extension – Harvest NY website for:
 List of Farm to School support providers

 PDF version of this presentation

 30% NY Documentation Guide

 Link to the NY Product Database (TBA)

https://harvestny.cce.cornell.edu/submission.php?id=71&crumb=local_foods|3
https://harvestny.cce.cornell.edu/submission.php?id=96&crumb=local_foods|3


Harvest NY Contact Information

Becky O’Connor
Farm to Institution Coordinator – WNY

rao84@cornell.edu
845.706.0293

Cheryl Thayer
Agriculture and Economic Development 

Specialist – Statewide
cbt32@cornell.edu

607.592.9507

mailto:rao84@cornell.edu
mailto:cbt32@cornell.edu


Thank you!
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